Graduate Outcomes Survey Routing Diagram for C20071 / C20072
(Updated 16 November 2021)

START OF SURVEY

SURVEY / PROVIDER
AUTO POPULATED

GRADUATE AUTO
POPULATE

RECID
[The record type identifier for the collection
year.]

HUSID
[This data item records the HESA unqiue student
identifier which is allocated to each student in
the HE provider’s student record.]

UKPRN
[Provider’s UKPRN]

FEPUSID
[This data item records the FE provider’s unique
student identifier allocted in their respective
student record by the provider]

Graduate

ALLACT
What activities were you doing in [census
week]?
ALLACT01 Paid work for an employer
ALLACT02 –
Self-employment/freelancing
ALLACT03 Running my own business
ALLACT04 –
Developing a creative, artistic or professional
portfolio
ALLACT05 –
Voluntary/unpaid work for an employer
ALLACT06 –
Engaged in a course of study, training or
research
ALLACT07 –
Taking time out to travel - this does not include
short-term holidays
ALLACT08 –
Caring for someone (unpaid)
ALLACT09 –
Retired
ALLACT10 Unemployed and looking for work
ALLACT11 Doing something else

CENSUS
[This identifies the cohort the graduate was
surveyed in.]

MIMPACT
And which of these activities do you consider to
be your most important activity in the [census
week]?

(ALLACT01 = 1 OR
ALLACT05 = 1) and (ALLACT02 = 1 OR
ALLACT03 = 1 OR
ALLACT04 = 1)

Yes

ACTCHECK
And just to check, was the work you were
engaged in during [CENSUS WEEK] separate
from [your self-employment] or [the business
that you were engaged in running] or [the
portfolio that you were developing]?

Yes

HOMECOUNTRY
In which country are you living?

No

(One of ALLACT04, ALLACT07, ALLACT08,
ALLACT09, ALLACT10 or ALLACT11 =1) and
(ALLACT01, ALLACT02, ALLACT03, ALLACT05 and
ALLACT06 all = 0)
No

ALLACT01 = 1
OR ALLACT05 = 1

ALLACT02 = 1
OR ALLACT03 = 1
OR ALLACT04 = 1

ALLACT06 = 1

ALLACT07 = 1 OR ALLACT08 = 1 OR ALLACT09 = 1
OR ALLACT10 = 1 OR ALLACT11 = 1
AND (ALLACT01, ALLACT02, ALLACT03,
ALLACT04, ALLACT05 ALL = 0)

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Employment

Self-Employment / Own
Business / Portfolio

Study

Previous Activity

ALLACT01 = 1 OR ALLACT05 = 1 unless
(ALLACT01 = 1 OR ALLACT05 = 1) AND
(ALLACT02 = 1 OR ALLACT03 = 1 OR ALLACT04 =
1) AND (ACTCHECK = 2) AND (MIMPACT = 02, 03
OR 04)

BUSEMPINTENSITY
Were you full time or part time in the work or
activity you were undertaking?

STUINTENSITY
Were you studying full time or part time?

FURSTU
(Excluding the course you have already
mentioned,*) Have you undertaken further
study, training or research since completion of
[LEVEL] course at [PROVIDER NAME] 15 months
ago, even if it is still ongoing or not complete?

BUSJOBTITLE
What was your job title during [census week]?

TYPEQUAL
Which of the following best describes the type
of qualification you were aiming for on [census
week]?

No

Yes
MULTIJOB
Were you working in one or more than one job
during [census week]?

No

FURSTU = 01 (Yes)

Yes

EMPINTENSITY
Were you working full time or part time?

BUSJOBDUTIES
What tasks did you undertake during [census
week] in your work or activity?

JOBTITLE
What was your job title during [census week]?

Graduate.ALLACT02 = 1
OR Graduate.ALLACT03 = 1

No

UCNAME
What is the name of the university or college at
which you were registered on [census week]?

PREVCOURSENUM
How many courses have you undertaken since
completing [LEVEL] course at [PROVIDER NAME]
15 months ago? Please do not include your
course on [CENSUS WEEK].

STUCOUNTRY
In which country were you studying?

PREVINTENSITY
Were you studying full time or part time in your
previous study?

Yes

JOBDUTIES
What did you mainly do in your job?

BUSEMPNAME
What is the name of your business or the main
business you were working for on [census
week]?

PREVTYPEQUAL
Which of the following best describes the type
of qualification you were aiming for in your
previous study?

ALLACT01 = 1 OR ALLACT05 = 1 unless
(ALLACT01 = 1 OR ALLACT05 = 1) AND
(ALLACT02 = 1 OR ALLACT03 = 1 OR ALLACT04 =
1) AND (ACTCHECK = 2) AND (MIMPACT = 02, 03
OR 04)

BUSEMPDUTIES
What does your business or the main business
you were working for on the [census week]
mainly do?

PREVUCNAME
What is the name of the university or college at
which you were registered for you previous
study?

No

Yes

EMPBASIS
What was you employment status?

BUSEMPPLOC
In which country is your place of work or
activity?

ALLACT01 = 1 OR ALLACT02 = 1

BUSEMPPLOC = 01, 02, 03, OR 04

No

ACTIVITY REFLECTION

No
Yes

Yes

EMPCURRENCY
Were you paid in UK pounds (£) or another
currency?

BUSEMPPCODE
What is the postcode for your place of work or
activity?
[If BUSEMPPCODE = ‘not known’, then
BUSEMPPCODE_UNKNOWN = 1 otherwise
BUSEMPPPCODE = 0.]

Yes

MIMPACT = 01, 02, 03, or 05

No

Yes

MIMPACT = 06

No
SALARY
What was your annual pay for your main
employment before tax?

BUSEMPPLOC_UNKNOWN = 1 or
BUSEMPPPCODE is not a full postcode

MIMPACT = 04, 07, 08 ,09, 10, or 11

Yes

Yes

EMPNAME
What is the name of the company/organisation
that you were working for?

BUSEMPCITY
What is the (nearest) city or town for your place
of work or activity?

ACTONTRACK
To what extent do you agree or disagree with
this statement: My current activity/activities fit
with my future plans?

EMPDUTIES
What does the company/organisation you were
working for mainly do?

BUSEMPCOUNTY
Please specify the country.

ALLACT01 = 1 OR ALLACT05 = 1 unless
(ALLACT01 = 1 OR ALLACT05 = 1) AND
(ALLACT02 = 1 OR ALLACT03 = 1 OR ALLACT04 =
1) AND (ACTCHECK = 2) AND (MIMPACT = 02, 03
OR 04)

No

No

ACTMEAN
To what extent do you agree or disagree with
this statement: My activity/activities are
meaningful?

BUSJOBRSNMAIN
What was the main reason that you decided to
undertake your work or activity?

ACTSKILL
To what extent do you agree or disagree with
this statement: I am utilising what I learnt during
my studies in my current activity/activities?

EMPYEAR
In which year did you start your current
employment?

STUONTRACK
To what extent do you agree or disagree with
this statement: My current study fits with my
future plans?

Yes

NHSORG
Is this organisation part of the NHS?

EMPPLOC
In which country is your place of work?

STUMEAN
To what extent do you agree or disagree with
this statement: My current study is meaningful?

STUSKILL
To what extent do you agree or disagree with
this statement: I am utilising what I learnt during
my studies in my current study?

EMPPLOC = 01, 02, 03, OR 04
No
Yes
EMPPCODE
What is the postcode for your place of work?
[If EMPPCODE = ‘not known’, then
EMPPCODE_UNKNOWN = 1 otherwise
EMPPCODE = 0.]

WRKONTRACK
To what extent do you agree or disagree with
this statement: My current work fits with my
future plans?

EMPPLOC_UNKNOWN = 1 or EMPPCODE is not a
full postcode

WRKMEAN
To what extent do you agree or disagree with
this statement: My current work is meaningful?

OPT-IN BANKS

See separate routing diagrams below for
CAREERSERV
COLLOUT
COLLSUBDIFF
COMPDIFF
CONDRSCH
DIFFPROV
DIFFQUAL
DIFFSUB
DISKNOW
EMPLDTEACH
GENSKILDEV
GTCSTIS
INTLMOB
JOBFOUND1
JOBFOUND2
JOBFOUND3
JOBFOUND4
JOBFOUND5
JOBFOUND6
JOBFOUND7
JOBFOUND8
JOBFOUND9
JOBFOUND10
JOBFOUND11
KNOWBASE
MRSCHDEG
OTHRRSCHDEG1
OTHRRSCHDEG2
OTHRRSCHDEG3
OTHRRSCHDEG4
OTHRRSCHDEG5
OTHRRSCHDEG6
OTHRRSCHDEG7
OTHRRSCHDEG8
OTHRRSCHDEG9
OTHRRSCHDEG10
OTHRRSCHDEG11
PLCINTSHP
PROVSCORE
RECPROV
RSCHFIND
RSCHSKILDEV
SEEKTEACH
TEACHFUND
TEACHPHS
WRKAUTO
WRKPART
WRKSUPER

Yes

EMPCITY
What is the (nearest) city or town for your place
of work?

WRKSKILL
To what extent do you agree or disagree with
this statement: I am utilising what I learnt during
my studies in my current work?

PROVIDER CONTACT

SUBJECTIVE WELLBEING

HEPCON
Are you happy to be contacted by [Provider
name] in relation to any of the information you
have given in this survey?

EMPCOUNTY
Please specify the country.

No

ALLACT01 = 1 OR ALLACT05 = 1 unless
(ALLACT01 = 1 OR ALLACT05 = 1) AND
(ALLACT02 = 1 OR ALLACT03 = 1 OR ALLACT04 =
1) AND (ACTCHECK = 2) AND (MIMPACT = 02, 03
OR 04)

SATLIFE
On a scale of zero (extremely dissatisfied) to ten
(extremely satisfied) how satisfied are you with
your life nowadays?

END OF SURVEY

Yes
LIFEWWORTH
On a scale of zero (not at all worthwhile) to ten
(extremely worthwhile), to what extent do you
you feel the things you do in your life are
worthwhile?

QUALREQ
Did you need the qualification that you
completed 15 months ago to get the job?

JOBRSNMAIN
What was the main reason for you deciding to
take up the job you were doing in the [census
week]?

HAPYEST
On a scale of zero (extremely unhappy) to ten
(extremely happy), how happy did you feel
yesterday?

ANXYEST
On a scale of zero (not at all anxious) to ten
(extremely anxious), how anxious did you feel
yesterday?

Graduate Outcomes Survey Opt-in Questions Routing Diagram

CAREERS SERVICE
Opt-in Questions

NET PROMOTER ENTITY
Opt-in Questions

RESEARCH STUDENTS
Opt-in Questions

CAREERSERV
Would you like your provider's career service to
get in touch to provide support?

PROVSCORE
On a scale of zero (not at all likely) to ten
(definitely), how likely are you to recommend
[PROVIDER NAME] to a friend or colleague?

yy051.Instance.RCSTDNT = 01 - 08

Graduate.ALLACT01 = 1
OR Graduate.ALLACT05 = 1

Yes

FINDING YOUR JOB
Opt-in Questions

ALLACT01 = 1
OR
ALLACT05 = 1

MRSCHDEG
Thinking about the research degree you
completed in YYYY/YY, what was the main
reason you decided to undertake it?

RECPROV
Why did you score your provider in this way?

NEWLY QUALIFIED TEACHERS
Opt-in Questions

No

OTHRRSCHDEG
Thinking about the research degree you
completed in YYYY/YY, what were the other
reasons (excluding your MAIN reason) you
decided to undertake it?

Yes
JOBFOUND
How did you find out about the job you were
working in on [census week]?

yy051.Course.TTCID = 1

JOBFOUND1
Your university/college careers service
JOBFOUND2
Employer's website
JOBFOUND3
Other university/college source (e.g. lecturer,
website)
JOBFOUND4
Recruitment agency/website
JOBFOUND5
Media (e.g. newspaper/magazine
advertisement)
JOBFOUND6
Speculative application
JOBFOUND7
Network, including family and friends
JOBFOUND8
Already worked there (including on an
internship/placement/apprenticeship)
JOBFOUND9
Social media/professional networking sites
JOBFOUND10
Online job site
JOBFOUND11
Other

Yes

EMPLDTEACH
Were you employed as a teacher on census
week?

yy051.Course.TTCID = 1
AND
EMPLDTEACH = 01

Yes

No

GTCSTIS
Were you employed as a teacher through the
GTC Scotland Teacher Induction Scheme?

OTHRRSCHDEG1
Interested in subject
OTHRRSCHDEG2
Interested in research
OTHRRSCHDEG3
Wanted to continue being a student/postpone
job hunting
OTHRRSCHDEG4
Awarded funded studentship
OTHRRSCHDEG5
Encouraged or required to do so by employer
OTHRRSCHDEG6
Wanted an academic career
OTHRRSCHDEG7
It would improve my career prospects
OTHRRSCHDEG8
Essential to get into area of employment I
wanted
OTHRRSCHDEG9
I wanted to change career
OTHRRSCHDEG10
Encouraged to do so by university
(including lecturer, tutor)
OTHRRSCHDEG11
Other

CONDRSCH
In the job that you were doing during CENSUS
WEEK, how often did you conduct research?

RSCHFIND
In the job that you were doing during CENSUS
WEEK, how often did you interpret, critically
evaluate research findings?

KNOWBASE
In the job that you were doing during CENSUS
WEEK, how often did you draw on detailed
knowledge on which your research degree was
based?

DISKNOW
In the job that you were doing during CENSUS
WEEK, how often did you use general
disciplinary knowledge?

RSCHSKILDEV
In the job that you were doing during CENSUS
WEEK, how often did you use the research skills
developed as a research student?

GENSKILDEV
In the job that you were doing during CENSUS
WEEK, how often did you use the general skills
developed as a research student?

No

QUESTION BANK IS NOT PRESENTED

GRADUATE CHOICE
Opt-in Questions

DIFFSUB
If you were to choose whether or not to do your
course again, how likely or unlikely is it that you
would do a different subject?

DIFFPROV
If you were to choose whether or not to do your
course again, how likely or unlikely is it that you
would study at a different provider?

DIFFQUAL
If you were to choose whether or not to do your
course again, how likely or unlikely is it that you
would work towards a different type of
qualification?

COMPDIFF
If you were to choose whether or not to do your
course again, how likely or unlikely is it that you
would decide to do something completely
different?

COLLSUBDIFF
To what extent did your research degree involve
collaborating with researchers from other
disciplines?

WRKAUTO
In the job that you were doing during CENSUS
WEEK, how often did you work autonomously?

TEACHPHS
Were you teaching at the primary or secondary
phase, or in a college or other establishment?

COLLOUT
To what extent did your research degree involve
collaborating with others outside of academia?

WRKPART
In the job that you were doing during CENSUS
WEEK, how often did you work as part of a
team?

SEEKTEACH
If you were not employed as a teacher in census
week or were on a temporary teaching contract,
were you seeking a teaching post in census
week?

PLCINTSHP
During your research degree, did you carry out a
work placement or internship?

WRKSUPER
In the job that you were doing during CENSUS
WEEK, how often did you work under close
supervision?

INTLMOB
During your research degree, did you have any
periods studying or undertaking research
outside the UK?

WORK RELATED QUESTIONS
ARE NOT PRESENTED

TEACHFUND
Were you teaching in a state-funded or nonstate-funded school or college?

QUESTION BANK IS NOT PRESENTED

No

QUESTION BANK IS NOT PRESENTED

No

